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Austria

Musical capital of the world, few cities in the world glide so effortlessly
between the present and the past as Vienna. Its splendid historical face is
easily recognized; grand imperial palaces and stunning baroque interiors,
magnificent squares and open green parks. It’s one of Europe’s most dynamic
locations brimming with inspiration for meetings and conferences.

Austria

Day 1
Vienna

CountryAustria
Name

Day 1
o

Morning - Arrival and Meeting

After a warm welcome at Vienna International Airport delegates are transferred to the hotel of choice. The meeting
begins with a relaxed buffet lunch in the business lounge of the hotel where private check-in will be arranged.

o

Evening - Prep like a Chef, dine like an Emperor

Arriving at one of Vienna’s most spectacular baroque palaces, you’ll be astounded by the opulent décor. But that’s
not the only surprise in store when an emergency situation is revealed. This evening a very important party is
taking place at the palace but the catering and set up teams have failed to arrive. Who is the important party? Its
you!!! What is the solution? Its up to you to MAKE IT HAPPEN! Meals must be prepared, the dining room must be
set and decorated, after dinner entertainment must be sourced. Cameras are on hand to record the afternoon
activities and later you’ll enjoy the fruits of your labours with gourmet dinner in this elegant setting.
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Day 2
Vienna

CountryAustria
Name

Day 2
o

Morning - On your bike!

Did you know Vienna has 1,000 km of marked cycle paths? See how many km you can cover in this morning’s
leisurely tour of the city. There’s plenty of photo opportunities as you weave your way along the impressive
historical buildings of RingstraBe Boulevard through Heldenplatz and Volksgarten to the famous Wiener Prater
with its Ferris Wheel and across the blue Danube to Stadtpark and the golden Johann Strauss Monument

o

Afternoon - Viennese Coffee Culture

Meet at a traditional Viennese coffee house for lunch. Dubbed ‘Viennas second living room’ the coffee house plays
an important role in Viennese culture. The rest of the afternoon is yours to linger, perhaps you’ll catch a recital of
Strauss or Viennese folk melodies over a second helping of Apfelstrudel or Linzer torte! Or stroll through the
Imperial Gardens of the Habsburg Family at Schoenbrunn Palace or enjoy a Fiaker ride, the traditional Viennese
horse drawn carriage.

o

Evening

Tonight we take you to the home of a local wine grower. The evening begins with an exclusive tour through the
private vineyards where you’ll learn about native Austrian grapes, their history and special characteristics. You’ll
also have an opportunity to taste another Viennese specialty, vinegar! Sour it may be but the story of its
fermentation process over three generations is fascinating. Dinner is served on a traditional buffet in the rustic
atmosphere of the wine grower’s private home, Schnitzel, Tafelspitz, Kaiserchmarrn all on the menu. Enjoy the
Schrammel music, maybe you’ll learn the traditional Schuhplattln tap dance before leaving with some Schapps as
your memento of this special evening.
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Day 3

o

Austria

Transfer to airport after leisurely breakfast

Thank
you!
Austria
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